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IN MY OPINION
AUSTRALIA

Legal and Ethical Issues in Artificial Intelligence
BYTHE HON. JUSTICE MICHAEL KIRBY, CMG
Artificial intelligence-A rapid advance
Arlificial intelligence ("AI") has at last hit us in
Australia. A venturesome article in TheAge of
November 4, 1986, declared that Victoria was
emerging"as a world center of artificial
intelligence research. "1 IfI were to question this
bold assertion, my scepticism would doubtless be
attributed to my northern origins. For all that,
there is no doubt that artificial intelligence is on
the march. We in Australia will not he immune
from it. As with most technological developments,
there will be great implications for society, for the
law and for human rights.'lTheseconsiderations
are the focus of this article, which is necessarily
brief and selective.
The first thing to get clear is how quickly
expert systems are coming. The Micro Electronics
Monitor for 1934 suggested that in the next two to
five years the worldwide computer industry would
produce a wave of AI products that would tum into
a tidaJ wave by 1990. Aforecast by the
International Resouree Development, Inc. of
Norfolk, Connecticut in the United States,
estimated that the United States market for AI
products and services wouldgrowfrom a mere $66
million in 1983 to $8.5 billion in 1993-and these
are real, American dollars! The estimate
suggested that the future AI market would be
located primarily in the home, factories and
offices. At the time of the report, about fifty expert
systems had beenbuiIt. Some were experimental.
Others were in use in the companies which had
built them. A few were for sale.s
The eventual goaJ of all of the research on AI
is to develop computer systems which surpass
human capabilities in reasoning, problem
solving, sensory analysis and environmental
manipulation. SomeAI commentators do not
expect this goal to be achieved within flftyyears.
Some e,'en doubt that the development of a f ul.ly
sensing artificial in:t;elligence will euer be·
achieved. But the lesson of the past twenty years in
the development of informatics has been that
things happen more quickly than you expect; that
things become smaller than you expect; and that
today's miraculous products are, almostby
tomorrow, obsolete. The difficulty for society is
that, however quickly artificial intelligence
progresses, human intelligence is locked into
culture, linguistic and other prisons. The
fundamental issue is the extent to which our
human intelligence, and the human society it
serves, will remain the master(and not become

the servant) of the remarkable developments of
AI.The extent to which it will ever be possible to
establish a reasoning and sensing artificial
intelligence is controversial. In his 1984 Reith
Lectures. Professor John Searle ofthe University
of California. talkingof"Minds. Brains and
Science," declared that the present conception ofa
digital computer-a machine whose operations
could be specified purelyformally--eliminated
the possibility that the machine could have thought
with meaning. As Searle put it "the reason that no
computer program can everbe a mind, is simply
that a computer program is only syntactical and
minds are more than syntactical. Minds are
semanticsl in the sense that they have more than a
fonnal structure. They have content.ns
This suggestion ofa basic limitation in the
capacity of computers tothink prompted the
magazine Nature to comment that Searle's
distinction between syntax and semantics was
helpful only so far as itwent. Unfortunately.
declaredNature that was not very far.
"It creates but does not bridge agap .... The
truth is that there already is a gap. but one that
is already narrower than when the LighthiIl
report appeared 11 years ago. And the purpose
of seeking to fill tbegap is not to replace people
bymachines .. , buttounderstandbetterhow
people function and. perhaps, to improve the
automation of processes as a biproduct. "s
Other commentators have urged that Searle
was wrongto dismiss the increasing complexity
of the machine as irrelevant. Professor Ernest W.
Kent, in 1980, demonstrated clear comparisons
between microelectronic processes and
neurophysiological processes ofthe brain. 7 Dr.
John Dawson, of the British Medical kJ sodation
commented:
"While Kent, I believe, correctly shares
ProfessarSearle's view that there is a one to
one correspondence between the function ofthe
brain and mental experience and that 'a
machine built along the lines ofourpresent
cornputingrnachinery would be unlikely to
have canscrousexperience on the basis of any
similarity to the brain'; he goes on to say that
'itis hard to conceive that the nature of mind is
such that carbon. hydrogen and oxygen as
opposed to silicon, copper and gold determine
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non-occurrence. It seems
its occurrence or non·occurrence.
more likely that some aspect of
ofthe
the brain's
larger scale construction is essential, but
which one? Complexity is a possibility. It may
mind is a property of
ofselfsustaining,
self sustaining,
be that mlnd
selforganising
self
organising data processingsystems
sufficiently complex to support it. This
possibility is probably the one that most people
who have considered the issue regard as the
candidate.....
principal candidate
.....

Dawson concludes that mankind will
probably in due course build a machine which will
achieve a recognisable consciousness. He quotes
Kent's definition that consciousness in ourselves
has at least two distinct dimensions:
"It comes and goes, we can have it ornot.,
ornot, and
we can have it in varying degrees from
intense alert attention and concentration to
drowsy relaxation verging on sleep.
ofthe
Additionally and independently of
the level or
ofconsciousness,
degree of
consciousness, our conscious
a:re filled with
activity has content. Our minds are
ofall
mental events of
all sorts ... given whatis
known about the relationship between reported
states ofconscious
of conscious awareness and arousal and
the physical measures offorebrain activities
... it seems reasonable to identify the
existence
eristence ofthe
of the state ofconsciousness
ofconsciousness as a
primitive mental experience with the
operations ofthe
of the recticulo-cortical circuitry
and the state ofmaintained
of maintained conscious activity
with the physical activity a:round
around the feedback
loop."lI
But whether
or not in our lifetime a machine
whetberor
will be developed with a recognisable consciousness, it is plain that the fifth generation of
informatics will go a long
way down that track.
longwaydown
As Dawson points out, his BBC microcomputer
mlctocomputer
beats him at chess every time. The capacity of
"thinking
machines" grows apace. It will
"thinkingmachlnes"
continue to do so. The issue, is therefore, the social
and ethical implications ofthis
of this remarkable
development.

Implications for peace and survival
In the nuclear age.
age, itis obvious that the grandest
and most important moral issue is that ofthe
of the
world's survival. In a week in which the United
StatesSecretanes
States Secretaries ofState
of State and Defense have
acknowledged their ignorance offoreign
ofioreign policy
initiatives
by the
the President,
President, thoughts
thoughts
initiatives being
beingtaken
taken by
must
begin
to
run
to
the
human
control which
which
must begin to run to the human control
exists
erists over
overthe
the means
means ofnudear
of nuclear war.
war. IfpeopJe
IfpeopJe so
so
high
high are
are (or
(or say
say they
they are)ignorant
are)ignorant ofroajor
of major and
and
sensitive
we
sensitive foreign
foreign policy
policy developments,
developments, can
can we
have
have cP.rtainty
cP.rtainty that
that "on
"on our
our side,"
side," those
those who
who have
have
control
control over
over the
the means
means oflife
oflife and
and death
death have
have an
an
appropriate,
appropriate, well
well infonned
infonned line
line ofcommand.
of command.
the
same
week,
the
G€nnan
Chancellor
In
In the same week, the G€nnan Chancellor
(Dr.
(Dr. Kohl)
Kohl) criticised
criticised as
as intolerable
intolerable the
the leakage
leakage of
of
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chemicals into the Rhine from a chemical factory
in BasI,
Basi, Switzerland. This instance, and the
earlier nuclear leakage atChernobyl,
alChernobyl, demon·
demonstrate the increasing interdependence of nations.
In a scientific age, we are all interrelated.
Transborder problems grow in number,
complerity
complexity and danger.
One of
the chief
implications of
artificial
chiefimplications
ofartifieial
ofthe
intelligence is obviously for defense systems.
Indeed, there is ajoke told byJ.A. Campbell of
the
ofthe
ofExeter.
University of
Exeter. He tells it thus:
"For the U.S.A., the joke says thatthe
organisation which will have the biggest share
of
the funds stits disposal, move fastest and
ofthe
syphon off
the best
of what is obviously a
offthe
beslofwhat
lirruted
talents and experience in AI to
limited stock of
oftalents
work on its own choice of
applications, is the
ofapplications,
Pentagon. Hence the American effort will be
selfhandicapping as far as commercial
competitiveness is concerned. The British
section of
the same joke says that the
ofthe
Government will tie up the relatively few
equivalent
AI specialists for several years on
equivalenlAI
committees to decide how to handle the
national funds when they mayor may notbe
"10
available ...."lo
Itis clear that ifexpert systems take control of
defense preparedness, they may put human life
if ever
and health at risk on a very large scale ifever
they go wrong. Yet they will not be subject to the
control
same rules of co
ntro1as for civil applications. The
introducingAI in defense
primary argument for introdueingAI
systems is that there are some dangers, sequences
ofwarning signals and so on which are just too
enough ..
fast for humans to be able to react quickly enough..
However, as Campbell points out, there are some
situations, even in military history, where doing
nothingwouldhavebeen
nothing
would have been a preferred solution to
actingina
aetingin
a way which, on paper, was orthodox and
appropriate but which led onto military disaster.
Judgmentis the key here. The interposition of
hwnan sensitivity and evaluation is important.
Yethow
systems are
ifsystems
Yet how will this be possible if
automatically setoff, on the excuse that the human
mind would bejust too slow to perceive the danger?
nothing less than the survival of
At stake here is nothingless
mankind. There cannot be a more serious and
important ethical question before us.
B. Shsckel of Lough borough University
waytbat
explained his concern in a way
that is relevant:
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"[We]
"[We] are
are asking
asking machines
machines to
to take
take
responsibility
responsibility for
for complex
complex decisions
decisions and
and
delicate
delicatejudgments
judgments ...•
...• Butare
Butare we?
we? II know
know of
of
no
no instance
instance where
where this
this is
is happening
happeningto
to aa
significant
degree and
signmcantdegree
and II know
know ofmany
ofmsny cases
cases
where
itcould
couldhappen
happen but
but does
does not.
not. For
For
whereit
example,
be entirely
entirely
example, the
the Victoria
Victoria Line
Line would
would be
automatic with
with no
no staffon
staffon trains
trains themselves,
themselves,
automatic
butofcourse
is at
at least
leastone
one driver
driver to
to
butofcourse there
there is
handle the
the unpredictable
unpreclictable or
or unpredicted,
unpredicted, such
such
handle
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as the variation in public human behavior.
Again flight deck aut.omation is now such that
the pilot ofa 747 at the start orthe Heathrow
runway could switch to automatic and touch
nothing until the plane came to a halt at the
end orthe landing at Los Angeles, and in
principle all the taxiing could be automatic
also. However, the pilots will be there for quite
a time yet, to handle the unpreructable or
unpredicted, such as the American Airlines
DCIO captain who successfully landed after
the cargo door blew out (ten months before the
disastrous crash outside Paris).''!1
So the first ethical question is how we interpose
similar skillful human judgment in the critical
decisions oflife and death which could affect the
whole planel. Surrendering the entire future of
civilisation to artificial intelligence in the field of
"defense~ is not, at least at this stage, morally
acceptable.
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monitoring of a grossly retarded or defective
neonate? Dawson asks-only partly in
jest-whether it will be possible to buy Catholic or
Scottish Presbyterian software or software which
reflects aJewish philosophy or a humanist one?
These are not really humorous questions. As we
involve machines in the interface with human
life, we are dealing with very delicate ethical
questions and ones upon which human judgment,
evaluation and ethical decision making have
hitherto been considered vitally important.
One of the other ethical questions which
Dawson raises is the loss of pluralism. While
machine monitoring of prescription practices and
standards oftreatment may, in a macro sense,
improve the care of patients, there is a danger that
it will introduce a single standard. Many leaps in
treatment of sensitive questions have depended
upon the courageous individual who sees things
dlfferenUy. Will this be possible, or so easy, in a
situation iargelycontrolled by a software program
with its elementofpredictable automaticity?

Implications for the professions
In an essay on reforming the professions, I
pointed out some years ago that the vulnerability of
the professions was linked to what has hitherto
been their special strengths: the fact that
practitioners aetas special repositories and
disserrunators of specialist knowledge. But if that
knowledge can be integrated into automated
systems an important issue arises for the futUre of
the professions.
John Dawson of the British Medical Association considers it likely that the impact of expert
systems on medica] practice will notbe to create
more jobs for the orthodox professional. It will be to
create morejobs for the computer specialist and
systems engineer. Furthermore, he pointed out, it
will raise questions about who aC1:epts responsibility for the SUC1:ess orfailureofa patient's
treatmenl.I2The probability seems to me to be that
information systems will move from an adjunct
to professional practice to the actual control of
some professional activity. I will discuss the
impact on my own profession later.
But computer aided. design in engineering
and architecture and computer monitoring of
intensive care patients is already with us.
Accordingto Dawson, hospitals will be used
increasingly only by patients requiring surgical
procedures and intensive care. The areas of
clinical practice in medicine that require manual
skills (such as surgery endoscopy, anaesthetics
and obstetrics) appear less at risk than others.
Counselling skills, for example, in the care of the
dying and mentally ill are likely to increase in
importance as "scientific~ medicine becomes
more machine dominated.13
But as machines take over the control of
monitoring and directing patient care, an
important moral question will be the philosophy
that is written into the software programs. What,
for example, will be the philosophy written into the

Implications for the law and the quality of mercy
In myown profession, there are doubtless many
changes which will come with AI, and most for the
better. Theywill include standardisation and
equality of treatment and true access to accurate
decision making because of the interposition of
infonnatics. Some decisions lend themselves to
automated treatment. Thus, for example, the
qualifications for citizenship may be so
treated-at least in the first i .tance. Under the
British Nationality Act, the p;",!vision for British
citizenship may be computed automatically thus:
"For every individual x date y individual z
and section of the Act w.
Xacquires British citizenship by Seetion 1.la
ondateyIfxisbom in U.K. ondateyandyisafterthe
.Act takes effect.
Andx has aparentz
Andzisa British citizen
By section won datey."B
Asimilar approach could be taken to the
Australian law on this and many other subjects.
Many laws will doubtless be rewritten on this and
many other subjects. Many laws will doubtless be
rewritten in order to reduce the judgmental Or
discretionary element and to increase the element
of automaticity. For example, I foresee the
reduction ofpersonal injury damages so that
entitlements to compensation will be in the form of
social security payments. These are more readily
translated into automated form. No element of
evaluation is required in determining simple
issues of entitlement to weekly payments
according to pre-injury salary and the number of
dependents.
But is it desirable to sweep away evaluation in
such matterS? For example, how could any
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program ever be so designed to compensate
properly a person for cosmetic injury? Those
injuries impact different people in different ways.
I doubt that a program could ever be designed to
take into account so many idiosyncratic and
personal variables involved in such a loss,
genersl damages.
evaluated as open ended general
Likewise, I doubt that a program could ever
take into account the myriad unexpected events
OCcur in a courtroom. In an application for
that Occur
leave to appeal from a practice decision, the
normal rule is that leave will not be granted
unless there is a clear error in the exercise of
discretion or some serious injustice shown which
ofa recent
requires remedy. In the course ora
of Appeal a litigant in
application to the Court ofAppeal
person broke down in our presence. His collapse
was an important consideration for at least two of
the Judges in demonstrating the exhaustion of the
litigant and in helping to establish the need for an
adjournment to secure legal representation.
I cannot conceive that such a factor could ever
be written into an automated program. Human
reqwres a human face. It is responding
judgment requires
offactua} data. Some matters will be
to a complex offactual
susceptible to automation. Others will not. It would
be my hope that, at least in my lifetime, matters
could generally come to a human decision maker
to stamp onto the decisions which represent the
of power in society, the compassion and
exercise ofpower
human understanding which only a human
decision maker can offer, at least at this stage.
Other implications
There are many other moral questions which
reqwre consideration. One ofthem
of them is the growing
require
information rich and the
gap between the infonnation
information poor.lsThere are a number of
infonnation
considerations that are exacerbating this gap. The
opinion has been expressed that the fifth
generation is likely further to increase the
of information as a commodity and
importance ofinfonnation
it harder for the
yet, ironically, will make itharder
COWl tries to "catch up" because
underdeveloped countries
they will continually fall behind for want of
access to information.
of AI on
Other issues involve the impact ofAI
deskilling or job enrichment;16 its impact on
change;l? and its implications for
organisational change;!?
multltude of personal, ecological,
ecological. economic and
a multitude
political questions. These are not abstractissues.
usual. the technology is developed more
As usual,
are 'developing to
quickly than our institutions are'developing
provide the responses.
Shackel has concluded in words which I find
attractive:
"However goodAI moy
mny become,
become. intelligence is
not the whole human. No human viewer has
difficulty in recognising the high intelligence
ofMr.
of Mr. Spock in the StarTrek
Star Trek TV series is not
human; other human facts are missing,
miSsing.
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accoWlt ofpersonality,
of personality,
Similarly AI takes no account
emotion, motivation and other characteristics
which join with intelligence to make the whole
human being. But what if we eventually come
to AP, AE and AI 2-automated personality,
automated emotionality and automated
iIlogicality?Might we then accept the
illogicality?Might
resulting'integrated artificial expert' as
partner?"!8
equivalent to the human partner?,,!8
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